As if the mullet as a hairstyle wasn’t funny enough, you’ll now be laughing hysterically at MULLETS the comic strip. Sporting classic “business in the front, party in the back” coiffures, leading studs Kevin Mildew and his best friend Scab can usually be found in the Yewtopia Trailer Park, loafing outside Scab’s dilapidated Airstream, sucking down brewskis and munching on snacks.

**About the Creators**

Winner of three National Cartoonists Society division awards for his distinctive art, Rick Stromoski is the creator of the daily comic strip “Soup to Nutz” and a successful book, magazine and greeting cards illustrator. He is also an award-winning vintner who, until recently, had been living a life of domestic bliss in Connecticut with his wife and daughter. However, gripped by the onset of mulletmania, he abruptly abandoned the luxury of his 19th-century home, pawned his golf clubs and installed the family in a battered old Airstream trailer at the bottom of his garden, where he now spends his days drawing the new cartoon strip, perfecting the art of beer-can sculpture and experimenting with pork rinds.

National Cartoonists Society 2002 Newspaper Illustrator of the Year Steve McGarry is the first overseas artist ever honored by the Australian Cartoonists Association, who awarded him the prestigious Stanley Award for illustration in 2002. The creator of “Pop Culture” and “Badlands,” he writes and draws the daily feature “Kid City,” and his sports and entertainment features appear in newspapers and magazines worldwide. A native of Manchester, England, he now lives in Huntington Beach, California, with his wife and twin teenage sons. Having succumbed to the lure of the mullet, his trendy blond crop was abandoned in favor of a cascade of “Kentucky Waterfall” locks and a steady daily diet of beer and nachos.

**Meet the Mulletheads**

**Kevin Mildew (Boneidels lumpus):** Thirty years old, still living at home and working as a stock boy in his dad’s hardware store. Lazy and lardy, Kevin has yet to meet the hot babe of his dreams or an order of nachos he didn’t supersize. With extra cheese.

**Scab (Dumbus arockus):** Kevin’s best friend has an IQ that compares unfavorably with the boxes of hammers he stacks at Mildew’s Hardware. Even with the blond locks of his trailer mullet, he has yet to catch the attention of love-interest Britney.

**Kenneth Mildew (Parentus bossofus):** Kevin’s dad and employer of the dopy duo. A man haunted by the certain knowledge that all he has worked so hard to build will one day be Kevin’s. That explains all those antacid tablets.

**Britney (Babeus Aloofus):** Beautiful Britney, the Goddess of Register Three and object of Scab’s unrequited love. She coolly files her nails or flips disinterestedly through her magazine as her lovestruck Lothario worships from the spackle and grout.